CITY COUNCIL DISTRICT 3:
MEET OUR NEW COUNCILMEMBER STEPHEN WHITBURN

San Diego Council District 3 covers Old Town to Balboa Park, Downtown to Hillcrest, Mission Hills to University Heights. Stephen Whitburn recently won the seat currently held by outgoing Councilmember Chris Ward who is moving on to represent District 78 on the California State Assembly. The Council District 3 seat has been held by many San Diego – and California – political leaders, including incoming Mayor Elect Todd Gloria, State Senate President Pro Tem Toni Atkins, and former State Senator Christine Kehoe.

Whitburn has big shoes to fill, but from the plans and remarks he’s shared at community forums over the past year during the campaign, it’s clear he also has some big ideas that he wants to lead forward. UHCA was happy to get a few minutes to check in with him and talk about his priorities coming into office.

Do you have a “first 100 days” plan of things you want to tackle right away?

Yes, I will address the homelessness crisis right away. It’s my #1 priority, and it takes on additional urgency as people who are unsheltered endure cold nights and the rainy season.

I will start working on housing affordability. As new projects are proposed, I’ll seek ways to include a significant number of units affordable to people with low and moderate incomes. Also, voters just approved creating an independent commission on police practices, and I’ll ensure it is implemented properly so it has the confidence of the community.

COVID cases are increasing county-wide as just as we are going into the winter season, and many of our UH residents and businesses are hurting. What can they expect to see from the City in the coming months?

You’ll see a lot of engagement with businesses to help them stay open safely and keep workers employed. Activities that have moved outdoors will need rain canopies and heaters in many cases, and where permits are required, the city will need to be thorough and efficient.

I will also be working to ensure University Heights and other District 3 neighborhoods get a fair share of any new federal or state relief funds.

University Heights has enjoyed good working relationships with our current Councilmember Chris Ward and his staff - Chris and his community representatives are both UH residents, and before him Todd Gloria and Toni Atkins were great advocates for our community’s needs. How can University Heights residents best connect with you and your office - will you be attending our monthly UHCA meetings, setting up “virtual” coffee talks?

The more communication the better! My office will prioritize constituent services and neighborhood engagement, and we’ll make ourselves easy to reach. I’ll attend as many community meetings as possible, and so will my team. I’ve been involved in community groups myself for many years, so I know how important that communication is. And yes, we’ll have community coffee so people can discuss or ask anything they’d like.

With the holiday season here, do you have a message for your UH constituents?

Needless to say, it’s been a rough year. Thank goodness University Heights is a close-knit neighborhood with a long history of people helping each other. You can count on me to help out, too. I wish everyone an enjoyable holiday season. Together, we’ll make 2021 a better year for San Diego and our neighborhoods.

We look forward to working with Stephen and regularly checking back with him on his plans to lead District 3 in the years ahead.

COUNCIL GIVES PARKS PLAN TIME TO IMPROVE

On Monday, November 9, the City Council rejected, on a 5-4 vote (with outgoing Councilmember Chris Ward voting in favor) the proposed “Play Everywhere” updated Parks Master Plan. This plan, which has been discussed in this paper and at UHCA and UH Park Recreation and Open Space Advisory Group (UHPROSAG) meetings, would have allowed Development Impact Funds from projects built in one neighborhood to be shifted into a city-wide fund, and would have reset the goals for parks from 2.8 acres per 1,000 residents to a points-based system that would have awarded points for amenities like swings and benches (and signs, and potentially “commercial” elements).

Over 50 community organizations, planning groups, and parks advocates voiced strong opposition to the plan as submitted, including UHCA and the UHPROSAG. Over 60 people spoke or submitted comments at the Council meeting, with a vast majority asking for a delay, especially with a new administration and council members coming on board in one month.

While the groups opposing the plan cited many good ideas, including trying to establish equity in park funding for neighborhoods of concern, addition of more green and open spaces, and better access for people with disabilities, the overall funding mechanism and points scheme were viewed as too risky, subjective, and in need of improvement.

I spoke on behalf of our UH members informing the Council that the plan did not have enough community input, and that as a severely under-parked neighborhood, surrounded by more under-parked neighborhoods, we needed to have more emphasis put on establishing new park space as we will see a large increase in residents over the coming years with projects currently underway.

The plan will now go back to the City Parks staff to re-work it more closely with advisory groups and community associations. We look forward to working with the staff and our newly elected Councilmember Stephen Whitburn to help make our new Parks Master Plan both “America’s finest city,” and serve University Heights residents now and into the future.

—Marc Johnson, Chair UHPROSAG & Vice President, UHCA
IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

The November 5, 2020 UHCA Meeting began at 7:00pm via Zoom with 28 attendees. President Christine Hernandez welcomed the community, introduced the meeting, thanked all business members, and announced our newest business member, Madison on Park. She then asked the neighbors what they loved about UH before making several announcements.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

• UHCA Needs You! If you have time, please consider joining us.
• Pandemic Support: Anyone in need of support, please fill out the form on our website www.tinyurl.com/UH-PandemicHelp.
• Local Election Results and Voter Turnout: UH had a 73% voter turn-out. Thank you, voters!
• Meetings are open to the public! Please consider getting involved. The neighborhood organizations that we work with include Uptown Planners uptownplanners.org, North Park Planners northparkplanners.org, and UH Park & Rec Advisory uhad.org/parks-recreation-club.

SAVE OUR TREES CAMPAIGN

In the spring, Judith Annichiarico & Nau McGraw did extensive research on the Evil Weevil attacks on Canary Island Palms. In the last 5 months we’ve had to remove 5 Canary Island Palms, and we have 4 more that are in danger. This is bad for the city and property owners. The palms are symbolic and iconic in our neighborhood, and they are very expensive to remove. For more information, see article Help Banish the Evil Palm Weevil from University Heights on page 10.

LOCAL ELECTED OFFICIALS

Representative of District 3, Tyler Renner from Chris Ward’s office, thanked our community and wanted to let us know our efforts do not go unnoticed. The Roundabout at Meade and Alabarra is a Hot Topic for UH residents. Tyler Renner took the issue and went to SANDAG. The roundabout is on their list with the lettering “North Park.”

Tyler explained his office has worked with SANDAG on a number of different projects in District 3. A community meeting was conducted by SANDAG a couple of years ago that included North Park, Kensington, Normal Heights, City Heights and Hillcrest. University Heights was left out. During these meetings there was a lot of discussion on the design. It was permitted through the City of San Diego, and the City did authorize their permits, and this was not caught during that process. Tyler specified this was deemed NPP because it is part of the NPP community planning area. SANDAG did intend to have the lettering reflective of the community. So he understands the intention behind it.

Councilman Ward is a UH resident, and neighborhood identity is very important to him. We have options, and we are looking for input. We would like to know what people would prefer to see. Options:
• Remove North Park lettering & leave blank.
• Remove the lettering & replace with University Heights.
• Leave it alone.
• Add some other element of UH to the roundabout.

The recommendation of Councilman Ward’s office is to remove NPP and replace it with UH. During the meeting, we took a survey, and 67% said replace NPP with UH.

Next step: This will go to the full planning board, and Councilman Ward’s office will then write a memo to the mayor’s office making that formal request. The mayor’s office and SANDAG will determine timeline, cost, and where the resources would come from. The office of Chris Ward wants to make sure they are on record making that request.

UPDATES:

Council District 3 Chris Ward sandiego.gov/citycouncil/cd3

This will be Tyler Renner’s last meeting as a rep, but they are committed to a successful transition between offices. Before they leave office, they have a couple of things coming to the city council:

• Complete Communities Plan: A new way to incentivize housing. There is a new fee structure and height ability that developers can work with by opting into this program. This plan is meant to enhance density with smaller units on transit corridors and to update fee schedules for more park enhancements and shared resources with “communities of concern.” More information: www.sandiego.gov/complete-communities/housing-solutions.

78th CA Assembly Todd Gloria a78.asmdc.org

Randy Wilde, Field Rep, stated that their last day in office will be 12/6. They are still focused on providing constituent services and preparing the transition for the next assemblymember. They are focused on helping folks who have issues with state agencies (EDD, DMV, franchise tax board, any state government issue), and invite constituents to please reach out to them.

Coivd 19: Update on new cases, SD County and Statewide uptick in new cases. We have to make sure we stay vigilant, follow safety guidelines, and urge others to do the same. More information: covid19.ca.gov/salberconomy.

In addition to unemployment, people are struggling with making rent/mortgage payments. The state of CA implemented several new protections for renters, landlords, and homeowners. More information: https://landlordtenant.dre.cagov/index.html.

UPCOMING EVENTS:

UHCA December 3rd Zoom Meeting @ 7:00pm, see UHsd.org

Park, Recreation, Open Space: Advisory Group, Thursday, December 3rd Zoom @ 5:30pm

Uptown Planners December 17th Hillcrest Focused Plan Amendment Subcommittee uptownplanners.org

Adjournment: 8:00pm

—Meghan Kight, UHCA Secretary

PRESIDENT’S CORNER

CHRISTINE HERNANDEZ

What a year! 2020 has certainly changed the way many of us live, work, and play. On January 1, 2020 we rang in the new year as we usually do, excited and hopeful for the transition into a new decade. Little did we know all of our lives would be flipped upside down. At a global scale, we watched the world shut its doors. We watched the world brace itself for an invisible danger that threatened our health, our families, our businesses, our schools, our entire way of life.

2020 disrupted everything we know.

We also saw an awakening happen. While we have been in quarantine, some of us began to listen to the silence. It started to teach us about what matters. In the silence, we paid attention to how our society has broken parts. In the silence we began to speak and even shout about where we are broken. The world protested. The ‘Call to Action’ was felt, and many took to the streets in the midst of a pandemic. Here in San Diego, we witnessed passion fill our streets, calling out the injustices that have been staring at us for centuries. Still, many continued to go about their lives oblivious to the suffering, and the cries for justice often fell on deaf ears.

As if 2020 wasn’t heavy enough, our Presidential Election confirmed that Americans have a lot of work to do to unite us. It is up to us, not just our leaders, to listen and care about people and the world outside of ourselves. Showing empathy without action is how we can embrace one another.

In all of this, there was light. People’s basic humanity emerged. Communities banded together to help each other, providing essential supplies to people in need and checking in on our neighbors, friends, and loved ones using video technology. We supported our local businesses and supported our essential workers doing work with anything we had to give. We connected in ways we never thought would be possible. We showed our love for each other in creative ways, and for that I am hopeful for us as we aim to be better neighbors.

No matter how this year will finish for us, we have to be mindful and grateful. This year takes a moment to reflect and honor the lives taken by the global pandemic and by civil violence. UHCA remembers those who have lost their lives and extends our condolences to neighbors who lost loved ones. Let’s take another moment to reflect on our gratitude to the essential workers and services who never shut their doors.

This President’s Corner and UHCA Newspaper edition is dedicated to the lost souls of 2020 and to the essential workers who took care of us during this year:

• Healthcare Workers
• Emergency Service Workers
• Farm Workers
• Food Service Workers & Food Vendors
• Energy and Technology Workers
• Distribution Center Workers
• Transportation Workers
• Public Utility Workers

Give your home the protection it deserves.

Your home is where you make some of your best memories. Let’s protect what’s worth protecting.

I’m here to help.

LET’S TALK TODAY.

We Fix Your Computer! We come to you or you come to us for the lowest rates
Call Robert at 858-449-1749

[Advertisement]

[Image: State Farm ad]
EXPLORING THE CAVE OF WONDERS

The Cave of Wonders occupies the first floor of a small building on El Cajon Blvd., across from the Lafayette Hotel. Out front stand a couple towering, potted cacti, a table piled with seashells, and a few gumball machines full of little polished rocks and bouncy balls. Merchandise fills the windows: macramé, stained glass, large mineral specimens, a rock tumbler, and a strolling clock hanging from the ceiling, among other things.

I stop there with my son about once a week on one of our late afternoon walks. He likes to play the free Pac-Man arcade game that stands near the entrance, and to get his hands on some of the items on his mental want-list: the wooden boat, the grabber arm, and the miniature ship’s wheel.

Dzens of bins of different stones and minerals line the shelves, and there are several glass cases full of jewelry, statues, and large geodes. Prehistoric cave paintings from around the world are recreated on the ceiling. Most are familiar to me: images of hunters chasing game, wild horses running, and elongated stick figures that seem to witness a rising spirit. On a recent visit, I was struck by one I had never seen before: a painting that the French archaeologist Henri Lhote called the “Great Martian God” because it looks like nothing so much as an alien in a spacesuit.

Scott (Scotty) Chaffield opened the Cave of Wonders in early 2014, and he passed in July 2018. Scotty was slight and youthful, middle-aged, with sandy-blond hair and goatee, usually wearing cat-eye glasses and an old t-shirt. When I first met him, he was so gregarious and at-ease as he explained the mineralogical and metaphysical qualities of a malachite obelisk that I forgot we didn’t know each other. He spoke of his objects fondly, more devout of salesmen. It was clear that The Cave of Wonders was his little kingdom, a place he had made in his own image. After Scott’s passing, the shop was taken over by Scotty’s men- tee Jackie Sterling, a store employee and gemologist-in-training. Jackie told me she sees her job as “bringing cool rocks to the masses.”

I don’t feel like I buy much from the Cave, but when I look around my house I see purchases from there everywhere (a ring carved from a piece of carnelian, a ceramic pin with a leering, pagan sun, an old kaleidoscope, a small serpentinite orb). The right object seems to appear in the store if I look thoroughly, something I’ve nev- er noticed or that’s just arrived. The looking is the important thing, and the feeling of community among the patrons.

This place seems to exist slightly out- side the bounds of a regular, capitalist enterprise, to have a mission and an existence beyond selling stuff. It is an oasis for a certain kind of person. Scroll quickly through their online reviews and you will see an unusual amount of enthusiasm, with words like “amazing”, “magical”, “sacred” and “energy” in abundance.

And a whole lot of love for Scotty.
— Ian Young
PARKLETS: HELPING PARK BLVD BUSINESSES THRIVE DURING THE PANDEMIC

San Diego small businesses have been forced to adapt because of Covid-19, and one of the most noticeable adaptations is the parklet. The City of San Diego eased restrictions on businesses that wanted to extend outdoors, which has resulted in increased business for some University Heights restaurants.

“It’s allowed me to put 20 more people in seats,” said Tony Llacocono, owner of Parkhouse Eatery.

Llacocono says dealing with the city to get approval was a simple process. Because of the pandemic, San Diego has waived many fees as businesses invest money to build structures on the street.

“I submitted an application for the parklet. I was there at two o’clock on a Wednesday, and by Thursday morning I got the approval,” said Llacocono.

Underneath the iconic University Heights sign, the parklet outside of Madison on Park is both functional and stylish.

“Our reputation is a designed, focused place. Beautiful cocktails, beautiful dining room, it has to extend to the street,” said Matthew Sieve, owner of Madison On Park. Sieve realizes Covid restrictions could last well into 2021, and he wanted to build an outdoor structure that would help business and bring street appeal to the neighborhood.

—Ramon Galiando

TRAFFIC CIRCLES ARE IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

The outcry from University Heights residents started when the crews were sandblasting “NORTH PARK” on the two newly completed traffic circles along Meade Avenue at Louisiana Street and at Alabama Street. From social media posts, to phone calls and emails to UHCA, UHDCD, and city Councilmember Ward’s office, our neighbors let it be known they were not happy.

UHCA board members and friends dug into how this happened and enlisted the help of Councilmember Ward’s office. What we discovered was that public input on the aesthetic designs was sought in 2018 and 2019 with surveys and presentations in Hillcrest, Normal Heights, North Park, Kensington, City Heights...but not University Heights. The proposals were shown at the North Park Planning Committee, where the mistake was not caught, and the city wasn’t informed about the naming decision until after it was already done.

Tyler Renner, Councilmember Ward's community representative and UH resident, worked with UHCA and SANDAG (who constructed the circles under the Keep San Diego Moving bikeways project) to try to rectify it. Tyler and representatives from SANDAG were on-hand at the November UHCA Monthly Meeting and presented several ideas on how to “fix the issue—from sandblasting/erasing any neighborhood identification, to replacing North Park with University Heights, to adding University Heights to the existing identification. The overwhelming choice by meeting attendees was to replace North Park with University Heights, and Tyler took those recommendations forward.

At the November 10th North Park Planning Committee meeting, at which UHCA President Christine Hernandez provided our input, Tyler presented the issue and proposed solution. The Public Facility & Traffic subcommittee unanimously passed a resolution “to replace the name with University Heights, as long as the cost is covered from the SANDAG budget.”

We will keep our neighbors updated on the progress as this error is corrected in the coming months. Thanks to everyone who helped put on the pressure to ensure our neighborhood is properly recognized!

—UHCA Board

Make your real estate dreams a reality!

COLDWELL BANKER
STU McGRAW
SAN DIEGO REALTY
(619) 793-7795
stuart.mcgraw@carneves.com
CalRE # 02014661

The roundabout at Meade and Alabama
ROO NEWS
ROOSEVELT FAMILIES ADAPT TO DISTANCE LEARNING

Roosevelt International Middle School’s first quarter just ended, and, all things considered, it’s been a bright spot in this accursed (too strong a word? I think not) era! Although instruction is fully online, the wonderful teachers of Roosevelt have brought their expertise and passion to bear, connecting with their students even as they lean on powerful teaching software to keep them engaged.

Through a mixture of Zoom meetings and app-based activities, many of the academic classes differ only slightly from their in-person versions. But how on earth are PE and Music teachers supposed to conduct their classes from a distance? At Roosevelt, these classes offer a welcome chance of pace during days of intensive studying, keeping the students active and creative. Distance learning PE classes typically include video-based workouts, exercise challenges, and “School” competitions testing health knowledge. In the music program, students not only share their performances on band orchestra instruments, but also compose music in programs like BandLab.

While in-person activities are few and far between, Roosevelt’s legendary After School Enrichment program continues, albeit on a slightly limited scale and an online format. Friends of Roosevelt, the school foundation, in coordination with teachers, administrators, community partners, and volunteers, has managed to put together a robust array of enrichment opportunities like the Gender and Sexuality Alliance Club, Strategic Games Club, and Girls in Science, a program conducted with the San Diego Zoo.

Some of the few times families and teachers have been able to fleetingly interact face-to-face this year have been when families pick up their students’ books at the beginning of each quarter. At the latest book pickup, one student, Alexis R., took the opportunity to show the Roosevelt spirit of community action by adding a food-drive to the procedure. Roosevelt families contributed twenty bags of canned and dry goods to the effort, which Principal Steinberger and Vice Principal Reyes dropped off at the Cortex Hill Family Center. Way to go, Alexis and Roosevelt!

So, when will in-person school return? Roosevelt is in the same boat as every other SD Unified school: January 25th is the target date for the Phase 2 reopening. But we are at the mercy of the pandemic for the time being, so for now, Rough Riders will hunker down, keep learning, and wear their Roosevelt-branded face coverings when they leave the house.

Visit the RooFriend’s website calendar for updates: https://friendsroosevelt.org/calendar/, and follow Principal Steinberger on Twitter for all the latest breaking news! https://twitter.com/PrincipalRMS.

—Andy Friny, parent of students at RMS and a Friends of Roosevelt Foundation board member

IT’S YOUR BUSINESS
ANDY’S PLUMBING

Hello neighbors, my name is Andy Simon, and I am the owner of Andy’s Plumbing. You have probably seen my bright red truck around the neighborhood with the company name on the sides. I have been helping people with their plumbing repairs and fixes for over eight years.

When I was young, my grandfather would drag me kicking and screaming to his apartment building in Hillcrest where I would help him turn over the units and fix any different type of plumbing issues. As you can imagine, I didn’t always enjoy this. At that time, I was not the greatest helper, but he instilled in me that hard work and dedication are the keys to success. Now, when I am at work and successfully complete a job, I appreciate his teachings and feel a little closer to him. He’s 87 now.

When I first arrive at the home of a customer, I’m aware that I can be a stranger. I try to earn their trust and respect by being as honest as possible. I know everyone’s home is a sacred space, and I respect that. It’s a privilege when customers trust me and when they call me back for other repairs. I get great satisfaction from helping people.

My wife and I have lived in University Heights for 13 years, and we have a daughter and son. I hope that in the future, my whole family will be involved in some capacity of the business. During the pandemic, my wife has been very busy with the kids and has still found time to take up soap making. So, in addition to our plumbing repair done in your home, you might get a handmade soap.

If you would like more information about our services, please visit andysplumbingandsd.com. And I very much look forward to assisting you with your plumbing needs. I am here to help!
A NEW YEAR BRINGS A NEW RED FOX

To begin this story, one has to go back nearly 400 years to the Southern County of Surrey, England, where The Red Fox began its life as a popular pub and steakhouse. Known for its deep, dark and medieval ambience, The Red Fox was furnished in rich, dark wood, arched paneling, and finely carved mantels and bar tops dating back to 1642. Its popularity, reputation, and style remained strong over the centuries until 1998.

Then, actress and mistress to William Randolph Hearst, Marion Davies, had the establishment’s furnishings shipped across the Atlantic to the U.S. She loved the peaceful tranquility, magic, and mystique the wood offered and so had it installed in her beachfront home in Santa Monica, creating a relaxing environment for her and her Hollywood counterparts to escape the grind and stresses from studio demands.

After Davies’ death in 1961, the wood was dismantled and moved into storage until it was sold at auction and split between actor Robert Wagner and The Red Fox’s original owner, Frank Harris. Harris sold The Red Fox and its interior furnishings, and after a few years they landed in the hands of John Demos, who, for over 50 years, operated the famous Red Fox (on a continually renewing 5-year lease) within the confines of The Lafayette Hotel. When the hotel’s management decided not to renew Demos’ lease in 2019, Demos retired, and his son Jim took over all operations and management. Assisted by the loyal staff, Jim Demos continued to stay open, operating month-to-month in The Lafayette Hotel.

This past March, when the county and much of the nation was shut down due to Covid-19, Demos was not alone in the small-business struggle and decided it was the perfect opportunity to end his residency with Lafayette and move across the street. For Jim, this seemed like the perfect time to start over however, Lafayette claimed ownership to the 400-year-old historic wood. So Jim went to the El Cajon Board, fought the good fight, and was eventually granted rights to the wood, which now (for the third time) is resting in storage, awaiting its rebirth at Red Fox’s new location. Jim says he hopes to have it all reinstalled soon, recreating that magical, medieval look that The Red Fox’s patrons are so familiar with and love. The signature stained-glass door that attracted so many will also be incorporated into the interior of the Red Fox’s new location.

Demos is striving for a January 2021 opening and hopes to re-hire all of his employees and piano players, who have helped make The Red Fox what it has been for years until very recently: a pub, steakhouse, and piano bar, filled with history dating back four centuries in that little town in the Southern County of Surrey, England.

The new Red Fox is located at 2290 El Cajon Blvd. For menu, hours and more details visit redfoxsd.com or follow them on Facebook.

—John Hensley

LIBRARY NEWS

THE UH BRANCH LIBRARY

BETWEEN THE COVERS

We hope that everyone is enjoying the holiday season, and we would like to thank everyone for their continued support as the University Heights Library facility remains closed to the public. The staff and I have been assisting at the Mission Hills-Hillcrest/Knox Library, and it has been a great reunion to see and chat with many of our customers again during their pick-ups and other reopening services.

Though the University Heights Library facility remains closed, library staff is available to assist with telephone-inquiries at 619-692-4912. The book drop is open for anyone who needs to return check-out materials. Please check the website page (sandiegolibrary.org) for updated information regarding the status of City services.

Programs & Resources: San Diego Public Library’s Facebook page, SDPL, Virtual Club, offers a variety of online programs including featured guests, story time sessions, book talks, Do-It-Yourself (DIY) projects, and more. In addition, Library Next is a series of workshops designed for elementary, middle, and high school students. This collaboration between the San Diego Public Library, UCSD Extension, and Sally Ride Science provides a variety of workshops on topics including robotics, circuits, STEAM subjects, SAT prep courses, and many more. For more information, please visit www.sandiego.gov/librarynext. Please check our Facebook page or give us a call for any further questions.

Thank you from everyone at the University Heights Library.


THANK YOU FOR BEING A FRIEND!

As we come to the end of the year, we are saddened that our branch library is still closed due to COVID-19, but hopeful that 2021 will be a better year and that our branch will be able to open again.

Although The Friends of UH Library committee has not been able to hold in-person meetings this year, they remain active behind the scenes, providing financial and other support to our branch.

We will hold our 2021 Friends of UH Library (virtual!) Annual Meeting on January 12, 2021 at 6:00pm and hope you will attend to learn about what we’ve been doing and about our plans going forward.

We will also be holding elections for Board members. Please consider running for office. Board positions include President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer. If you would like to volunteer to be on our Nominating Committee, to run for election, or to nominate someone else to run, please contact us at friendsoftheulibrary@gmail.com.

Our library is a vital part of our community, and you can help keep it that way.

Thank you for your support.

—Isabel Schechter, Board Secretary, Friends of the University Heights Library

*The Zoom link for the Annual Meeting will be available on the UHCA Facebook page.
FACING NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE

Each of us has a sense of how well we deal with change. If you’ve lived in University Heights long enough to come to love it, you may soon find yourself asking how you will feel about significant changes in the built environment that are planned or possible.

While the long-term effects of the pandemic are unknown, it’s a safe bet that the tech-driven West Coast urban economies will continue to attract the country’s best and brightest. We might also expect something like SB 50 will become state law, changing the baseline zoning in single-family areas to allow four or even 10 units where previously only one was allowed. We know the school district wants to build as many as 600 affordable units on the Ed Center site. Lenear, the nation’s largest homebuilder, is set to begin construction of 500 market-rate units across the street.

Many come here for high paying jobs and access to the “opportunity ladder,” making housing costs high. Those from the 30% of Americans with college degrees come anyway because their income growth can outpace the cost of housing. Those without degrees cannot come, or they struggle to stay. This is especially true of the most desirable areas, such as University Heights.

An important academic and political argument is going on over whether a dramatic increase in stock will make housing more affordable or whether it will mainly benefit the top 20% of earners, leaving the rest out of the market or forcing them out of their neighborhoods by gentrification. If you are one of the 25% who own here in UH or the 70% who rent, will you object to zoning changes that aggravate traffic problems or alter the “community character?”

What’s fair is ultimately a negotiation, but a good outcome requires an open mind and the ability to accept change. So, let’s take a collective deep breath and prepare to consider new possibilities. We just might be surprised by the outcome.

— William Smith

Achieving Balance during the Time of COVID

In normal times, life is filled with uncertainty, and many things remain outside of our control. It goes without saying that the COVID-19 pandemic has brought our level of uncertainty to a whole new level when it comes to our employment, relationships, finances, and physical and mental health.

Yet, despite this uncertainty, I’ve been so inspired by how our neighbors are not only adapting to the “new normal” but are using it as an opportunity to reevaluate, refocus, and evolve. Recently, I caught up with UH residents Tracy and Sarah Dana who shared how they are balancing life demands and why they knew they had “to fully break down to breakthrough.”

Quarantine has allowed people to experiment with new habits and lifestyles. Have you been up to?

In the beginning of COVID we really had to reimagine what was possible while staying safe. It really forced us to slow down, get creative, and use resources we had. We found ourselves dusting off our bikes and pulling out our fitness equipment; anything we had to keep ourselves in the window. We had to evolve and do the best with what we had laid out ahead.

Many of us say we want to maintain our new habits, post pandemic. Do you think you will?

It will be an interesting when the pandemic is over and we have the ability to either go back to the rapid pace or continue with what we have learned. We hope we will sustain it but only time will tell. There is one thing that are certain of when this pandemic is over. We will hug our friends just a little bit longer.

Follow the Dana Girls on Instagram @dahwine

— Meghan Kight, UHCA Secretary

WE’RE BACK!

We’re FINALLY back! And boy have we missed being in UH. After almost two years our home remodel is done – well almost – we hope. Despite being a stressful experience, in the end it was all worth the wait. We had been living in our sweet Spanish 1000 sq. ft. circa 1930 house with a beautiful secluded garden for 30 years. It was extremely difficult to watch the garden being decimated and interior details being brought to rubble, but the time had come for some long overdue TLC.

The best part was waking up the first morning being back, looking at each other, and saying “we’re home.” Since our return we have been warmly welcomed back by so many of you as you walk by. Your encouragement and genuine neighborly support during the renovation affirms just how wonderful UH is as a community.

We love UH for so many reasons, but the biggest and best reason is all of you. It’s good to be back home!

Peace and Love,

— Bridget MacCowne

WE’RE BACK!

The Dana girls

Did you know?

Have you ever wondered what the many different flags flying from the house on Madison Avenue between Delaware and Maryland represent? Some of the flags are easily recognizable, such as the Black Lives Matter flag, but many others are less well known.

Meet Sheldon and Natalia. They have lived at their home on Madison Avenue for the past 12 years. Two years ago, they decided to start flying flags that have special meaning to them. Both native Californians, the first flag they purchased and displayed proudly was our state flag.

Some of the other flags you might see flying from their house include:

- The American Indian Movement Flag. This flag has four separate colors representing the four directions with a Native American in the middle and the two-fingered peace symbol.
- The United Farm Workers Flag. This red, white and black flag with an anteater was first displayed in Fresno in 1962.
- The Aboriginal Flag. For the indigenous people of Australia. This flag has two colors, black and red, representing the Aboriginal people and the earth, with a yellow circle in the center representing the sun.

When asked how they decide which flag to fly on any particular day, Sheldon and Natalia responded: it is nuanced combination of current events and their mood for the day.

— Jane Gilbert

With social distancing and stay-at-home orders, how have you learned to cope and balance your life?

VOICES OF UH
PERSPECTIVES, INSIGHTS, AND REFLECTIONS FROM AROUND THE NEIGHBORHOOD
HOLIDAY DRINKS OPTIONS: LIGHTEN UP!

The “low intervention” wines available at Clos Wine Shop provide some easier-on-the-palate (and easier on the environment!) options for holiday quaffs than the usual berry bomb or leafy, tannic cab or spicy, floral Riesling or chardonnay. The following recommendations by Clos proprietors Paul and Jueltz Masters are easy to sip with turkey for one, two, or four as we hunt down for a physically distant but socially responsible and—we hope—relaxing holiday season.

Scribe Nouveau of Pinot Noir Carneros 2020 – candy and flowers on the nose, slightly (and pleasantly) effervescent and low in acid and tannins due to the carbonic maceration technique used by the winemakers. A subtle but charming addition to a holiday table. $29.00 at Clos.

Zinke Gruner Veltliner Edna Valley 2019 – for those who appreciate a bit of minerality and even a little “funk,” this white offers a bit more acid and spice than the Nouveau of Pinot Noir. $34 at Clos.

Domaine du Facteur Vouvray Extra Brut 2017 – you can’t go wrong with a sparkling wine, which pairs with anything you’re eating over the holidays, from turkey to Thai takeout. This Chenin Blanc sparkler features medium acid and refreshing green fruit notes. $28 at Clos.

Love a lightened up cocktail instead?

A spiced honey pear sipper made with Vinca Minor “Buddy Buddy” Nouveau of Pear/Sauvignon Blanc Mendocino 2020 ($20 at Clos) might be the easy-sipping holiday cocktail for you!

Add all the following ingredients to a cocktail shaker filled half way with ice, then shake and strain over ice into a rocks or other cocktail glass. Add a slice of pear to increase the festive glamour!

Spiced Honey Pear Sipper

• 4 oz. “Buddy Buddy” Nouveau of Pear / Sauvignon Blanc
• 1 oz. spiced honey simple syrup (1 cup each water and honey, brought to a low boil with a few cloves, a cinnamon stick, a pinch of nutmeg, and an optional ½ t of powdered ginger, then allowed to cool completely)
• ½ oz. freshly squeezed lemon juice (optional)

Whichever you choose, supporting biodynamic and organic wine production while also supporting a local UHS business should provide an abundance of warm, peaceful feelings this holiday season.

Cheers!

Clos Wine Shop is located at 4521 Park Blvd. #102. 619-915-0646.

— Ed.

---

TWIGGS
BAKERY•COFFEEHOUSE

Celebrate the holidays... or any occasion with cookies, pies & handcrafted custom cakes!

It’s Twiggs Pie Season Again! November - December Only.

Pumpkin Chocolate Pecan
Order early to guarantee your first choice!

TWIGGS-UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
7am – 5pm, 7 days a week
4590 Park Blvd • 619.296-0616

TWIGGS-ADAMS AVENUE
7am – 5pm, 7 days a week
2804 Adams Ave • 619.296-0477

TWIGGS.ORG
HELP BANISH THE EVIL PALM WEEVIL FROM UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

The University Heights Historical Society and University Heights Community Association need the community’s help to eradicate the deadly South American Palm Weevil, a destructive pest that is killing Canary Island Palm Islands throughout San Diego, including here in Uh. Several palms have already been removed from our neighborhood because of the weevil.

As Judith Annichiarico and Nan McGraw noted in a recent edition of the UTCAN, the weevil lays its eggs in the crown of the tree, and once hatched, the larvae feast on the palm’s soft tissue, crippling growth and eventually killing the tree. Professionally applied insecticide treatments can provide some protection against the weevil, typically an application of insecticide to the crown and injection into the soil.

The City Forester has promised to preventively treat the historically designated palms in the 4700 block of Park Blvd. as well as selected palm trees on public property in University Heights. The Uh Historical Society has created a map of Canary Island Palms in University Heights as a resource to the City Forester as he develops a treatment plan.

We need your help adding Canary Island Palms to the map, especially east of Park Blvd. and in the area around Lincoln Street. Please take photos with your smartphone (so it’s geotagged with the address) and email them to uhhs@att.net. See map at arcg.is/0DuxW00.

For palms on private property, Uh resident and tree advocate, Judy Schroeder-Crisp, pitches a special price for Uh residents with Aguilar Plant Care. The company will provide preventative treatment for $100 to $150 per tree (depending on size) for a trip fee of $225. Download the flyer from Aguilar Plant Care by visiting www.uhhs.ucsd.edu/sap/SAPFlyer-APC2020.pdf.

Preventive treatment of Canary Island Palms is recommended three times per year to prevent weevil infestation, and is much more cost-effective than removing a mature Canary Date Palm, which can cost anywhere from $1,600-$11,000.

Neighbors with trees on their private property are encouraged to coordinate treatment to share the cost of the trip fee. Please contact Aguilar Plant Care at (760) 294-3272 or info@apcchec.com to schedule treatment. You may also complete the form at the bottom of this post, which will be emailed directly to Aguilar Plant Care, who will coordinate treatment with surrounding neighbors to minimize the trip fee.

In order to eradicate this pest and save our iconic Canary Island Palms, we need everyone’s help:

If you have Canary Island Palms on your private property, please have them preventively treated three times per year by a certified arborist.

If there are dead or dying palms on your property, please have them removed.

If you see dead or dying Canary Island Palms on public property, please report them via the City’s Get It Done website at www.sandiego.gov.

If you see Canary Island Palms in Uh that are not on our map, please take photos with your smart phone and email to uhhs@att.net.

— Kristin Harris

We take the cobbled traffic islands along Mission Ave. for granted today, but they weren’t part of the city’s streetscape, and their addition has helped keep drivers (and pedestrians) a bit safer for decades. The story of their addition and continual upkeep demonstrates once again how it takes a community to make our neighborhood the best it can be.

The islands at Florida and Alabama Streets were originally installed around 58 years ago by the city to control traffic flow, and the one at Louisiana was installed in 1987. In their original configuration, these islands became a haven for broken blacktop and weeds.

In 1989, with the help of an architect friend, Mary Lou Ruane began the struggle to create open, well-designed and clean, maintenance-free islands. Cookie Johnson, who they helped to mobilize the city departments that would be involved: Engineering Development and Park and Recreation. The Greater North Park Community Planning group, the University Heights Community Association, and the University Heights Community Development Corp. are some of the advisory groups who supported the effort by viewing plans and making suggestions.

Our then-future-councilmember, Christi Kehoe, also supported Mary Lou’s design and provided funding for the project.

The final design was accepted and was the first unique hardcape project approved in the entire city! The city’s approval came with the understanding that the project included no maintenance, no water, and no obstructed visibility. The accepted design came with rolled curbing to discourage street parking and weed growth, rock rock indigenous to the community, tree trunks, concrete, and continuation of the simple historical look of just palm trees in a beautiful setting on river rock. The islands became the only open spot in the area that would maintain an open space/open view corridor in this congested intersection and several cross streets—namely one-way Mission and two-way Florida/Monroe. The San Diego Union Tribune ran a color picture of the islands in May 30, 2007.

One problem arose when plantings were purchased in March, 1989 without knowledge or approval of the city. As a result, the Uh Community Development Corp. had to assume the cost of maintenance since the city requires that improvements beyond the approved design which are placed in the city right-of-way must have maintenance attached. As the plants grew, the UHDC had to hire a paid maintenance man to water and trim the plants and to remove trash, which, at various times, included broken bottles, a juice bottle, metal poles, broken beach chairs, and stolen sunglasses. The total cost grew to about $15,000. At that point, the Community Association voted to return the islands to their approved design and allow them to die by neglect. With the help of donations and city meetings took place on how to make the area open while still helping the coffee shop and other businesses with customer parking in Alabama. With the help of the city and the North Park Planning Facilities Committee, we came up with the approval of red curbing on the Flori-
da/Mission/Monroe island, but not on the Alabama island. These special open spots have remained in our community ever since.

From then to now, Fred Ruane has voluntarily maintained the islands. He rakes the palm fronds, tree trunks, sprays the weeds, and blows dirt off the rocks. And when tronds drop, he gathers them up and hooks them onto his humer, then drags them home and cuts them up for his trash can. For this service, Fred was awarded the first Uhne from UHDC.

—Mary Lou Ruane

PET OF THE MONTH

ZIGGY AND ITTY

As we all know in Uh, our canyons are teeming with wildlife: coyotes, foxes, rabbits, possums, raccoons, and many others. For the most part, we leave those critters alone to live and thrive as best they can on their own. A recent trend, however, is installing video cameras to peek into the lives of our non-human neighbors. While peacefully sleeping, we get the chance to capture on camera what our wonderful wildlife is up to.

That brings us to this happy story. One month ago, a neighbor named Jenny, who lives on the canyon on Rhode Island, noticed that her wildlife motion cam captured a group of cats drinking from her water feeder. There were 4 of them: Mama cat and her three kittens. Jenny left out some cat food in the early morning for Mauna.

Unfortunately, she also noticed that Wylie the coyote, who frequents the same watering hole, was also coming around. Concerned, Jenny contacted Susy and Dave, another neighbor couple, who helped set up traps for the cat family using humane “Havahart” brand traps.

Days went by, but unfortunately, Jenny did not see the family. Meanwhile, a block over, Dennis on Massachusetts Street noticed that there were two kittens in his backyard. Dennis put out food for them and waited for the opportunity to coon them to him. One quickly came around, but the other one was lighting fast! The group of neighbors assembled a caring team—Dennis, Miles, Penny, and Shirley—to capture the remaining kitten who had successfully run each time Dennis approached. The light was fading fast, and it appeared the group would be unsuccessful in capturing Itty Bitty, but they did not give up. Armed with headlamps, they continued to work through the night, tearing Dennis’s plants in the backyard, until Shirley spotted Itty Bitty and shivered underneath a shrub to grab the small baby.

A happy ending resulted from the neighborhood team working together to rescue the stranded kittens, providing them warm and love and eventually finding them a loving home together. They are now named Ziggy and Itty, and they live happily in Coronado with Susan and Jim.

During these trying and stressful times, University Heights once again comes through, demonstrating love and kindness for our furry friends!

Update: Mauna cat is still around!}

— Suey Holl
**FROM YOUR CITY ATTORNEY**

**TAKE CARE OF YOUR MENTAL HEALTH DURING THE PANDEMIC**

Protecting our families during a health crisis requires keeping track of a lot of numbers. You may be following the frequency of COVID outbreaks, the total cases in your zip code, the county unemployment rate, border wait times, or maybe the entire database of statistics that determine whether schools and businesses are open or closed.

All of these numbers come to bear on the one measurement we don’t talk about enough: the level of our anxiety.

Nearly 50 percent of Americans say the ongoing pandemic is harming their mental health. As your City Attorney, I see every day how that impacts our community—through domestic violence, threats of suicide, and dangerous behavior that requires intervention.

This rise corresponds with warnings from health experts that pandemic-induced stressors—such as job loss, food insecurity, fear, and isolation—can exacerbate mental health issues and increase incidents of substance abuse, depression, and suicidal ideation.

My Office has seen a recent spike in the number of mental health-related Gun Violence Restraining Orders (GVOs), which may be attributable to pandemic-induced stress. GVOs are used to remove firearms from a person who threatens violence or poses a serious risk of harm to themselves or others.

Stress and uncertainty can also contribute to escalating household tensions. For anyone sheltering in place with an abusive partner or family member, risks heighten with isolation. I urge you to reflect on how you and your family members are feeling, and to seek help when needed.

Don’t hesitate—it’s an act of caring for yourself and others: San Diego Access and Crisis Line (888) 724-7249.

— Mora W. Elliott, San Diego City Attorney

**SUPPORT THE KATES SESSIONS COMMITMENT! PLANT A YARD TREE!**

Trees are an affordable, highly visible way to cool neighborhoods and take local climate action. They provide much needed shade, give wildlife a habitat, clean the air, reduce erosion, retain storm water, and enhance the look of our community, among many other benefits.

This is the right time of year to plant a tree in your yard. Are you interested but don’t know where to start? The Kate Sessions Commitment program, designed to increase the county’s tree canopy coverage one community at a time, wants to help!

This campaign provides a low-cost option for people living in our community who want a new yard tree. You can go online at www.katesessionstrees.org, pre-order 5-gallon trees, then purchase and pick them up from Walter Anderson Nursery near Old Town.

The Kate Sessions Commitment site takes the guesswork out of how to choose a tree by listing a variety of tree types hand-selected by Kate’s Tree Team for optimal health and viability in San Diego County.

Trees come in small, medium, and large sizes with descriptions and photos identifying each tree type. The purchase price for trees is between $25 and $90, and there are 11 tree species from which to choose.

Pre-ordered trees will be ready for purchase and pick-up in December and January at Walter Anderson Nursery in San Diego, and you will be notified by email when your tree is ready to be picked up.

If you have questions about becoming part of the Kate Sessions Commitment, please contact Anne Pegge at afpegge@aol.com.

— Jennifer Bishop

**OUR POLITICAL REPRESENTATIVES**

**U.S. PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP**

The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, DC 20500
202-456-1111/202-456-2401 fax
presidentwhitehouse.gov

**CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR GAVIN NEWSOM**

State Capitol, Suite 1173
Sacramento, CA 95814
916-445-3811/916-561-3080 fax
governor@governor.ca.gov

**U.S. SENATOR DIANNE FEINSTEIN**

750 B Street, Suite 1000
San Diego, CA 92101
619-231-9712/619-231-1108 fax
senatorfeinstein.senate.gov

**U.S. SENATOR KAMALA HARRIS**

600 B Street, Suite 2240
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-3804/619-220-3803 fax
senatorharris.senate.gov

**U.S. CONGRESSWOMAN SUSAN DAVIS, DISTRICT 53**

7200 Adams Avenue, Suite 102
San Diego, CA 92110
619-283-9307/619-280-5311 fax
Emilee.Hill@mail.house.gov

**STATE SENATOR PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE TONI ATKINS, DISTRICT 39**

1590 Front Street, Suite 4061
San Diego, CA 92101
619-645-3133/619-645-3144 fax
cheticia.tate@sen.ca.gov

**STATE ASSEMBLYMEMBER TODD GLORIA, DISTRICT 78**

1590 Front Street, Room 6054
San Diego, CA 92101
619-645-3090/619-645-3094 fax
candy.wilde@asb.ca.gov

**SANDIEGO COUNTY SUPERVISOR NATHAN FLETCHER, FOURTH DISTRICT**

1600 Pacific Highway, Room 335
San Diego, CA 92101
619-531-6544/619-531-6252 fax
Nick Zinzer 619-371-1241
Nicholas.zinzer@sdcounnty.ca.gov

**SANDIEGO MAYOR KEVIN FAULCONER**

202 C Street, 11th Floor
San Diego, CA 92101
619-236-6330/619-236-7226 fax
kevinfaulconer@sandiego.gov

**SANDIEGO CITY COUNCILMEMBER CHAD WARD, DISTRICT 3**

202 C Street, 11th Floor
San Diego, CA 92101
619-236-6033/619-555-1401 fax
Tfreemir@sandiego.gov
Beautiful Upper Unit Condo

4560 Cleveland Avenue #203 $549,000
2 Bedrooms 2 Bathrooms 980 Square Feet

Sunny and bright South facing upper unit! Freshly painted interior. Vaulted LR ceiling with Clerestory windows, gas fireplace, recessoed lighting and sliding doors open to a Juliet balcony. Kitchen with gas range, microwave, DW and new refrigerator. Full sized W/D in unit. 1 newer split A/C and heat systems in the LR and each BR. Both BR’s have sliding doors and balconies and walk-in closets. 1-car garage on alley is closest to the gate plus you can park in the driveway. Fabulous location, walk to everything!

MARY ANNE STEVENS
(619) 871-0635
Don’t make a move without us!

ANASTASIA BREWER
(619) 992-1912

COLDWELL BANKER REALTY
maryanneshomes.com

Mary Anne Stevens
Maryanneshomes@gmail.com
CFL # 013024232

Anastasia Brewer
Brewer.anastasia@gmail.com
CFL # 00989473

---

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
SENDING YOU LOVE AND CHRISTMAS CHEER

ROXANNE GOVARI
roxanne@pemberleyrealty.com
www.pemberleyrealty.com

Thank you for all your business and support. Wishing you a prosperous year to come.

---

Helping University Heights businesses and residents achieve financial success

Scott Schechter, MBA, CFP®
Financial Advisor
Eagle Strategies, LLC
1048 Johnson Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103

sschechter@eaglestrategies.com
www.sscshechter.com
619-350-3600

---

Financial Advisor offering investment advisory services through Eagle Strategies LLC, a Registered Investment Adviser. Registered Representative offering securities through NYLIFE Securities LLC (Member FINRA/SIPC). Agent, New York Life Insurance Company. CA Insurance Lic. #0E52859. Eagle Strategies LLC and NYLIFE Securities LLC are New York Life companies.